1. 2140 Division Street, located in the Irongate Business Park.
2. 1514 Puget Street, adjacent to the Civic Field parking lot.
3. 900 Cornwall Ave, located near the south end of Cornwall Ave.
4. 2401 24th St., located at 24th and Old Fairhaven Parkway.
Billing

- Customers will be billed monthly if water is used.
- Your first water bill will include a $25 activation fee.
- The bulk water rate is $3.28 per thousand gallons.
- Delinquent bills will receive a $25 shut-off and a $25 reactivation fee.
- Customers in this water rate class will be charged based on volume only. No base charge will apply.
- The volumetric rate will be the same as for the irrigation-only customer class.

To access bulk water stations:

1. Contact a Public Works Service Representative, 360-778-7700
2. Set up your FlowPoint bulk water system user account.
3. Schedule a FlowPoint training session and vehicle inspection at one of our bulk water filling station locations. Each vehicle is required to have approved backflow protection. Either an air gap or an approved Reduced Pressure Backflow Assembly (RPBA) are acceptable.
4. Complete your FlowPoint training and vehicle inspection session.
5. Receive your unique user account access and PIN and a copy of your completed application.

Contact Us

Public Works Service Representative
(360) 778-7700
Visit us on the web: www.cob.org